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Hospital Stadium 
(part 1: Rumah vs. Bodoh)

iron doctor medical: anatawa 
bodoh “ruler of revery”.

iron doctor surgical: iskiorata 
absass “lord of laparotomies”.

iron doctor radiology: Watashiwa 
Numerro Uno “Sultan of Scans”.

iron doctor emergency: Nevaendin 
admeetionz “Guardian of Gates”.

Hospital Stadium is the arena where 
iron doctors await the challenges of 
master healers from all over the world. 
When one iron doctor from the group 
is challenged, both he or she and the 
challenger have one hour to tackle the 
theme problem of the day.

Using all their senses, skills, and 
creativity, they will prepare management 
and treatment plans never seen before!

and if ever a challenger triumphs 
over the iron doctor, he or she will gain 
the people’s ovation and fame forever!!

in every battle, reputations are on the 
line in Hospital Stadium where iron doctors 

pit their diagnostic skills and clinical acumen 
against master healers everywhere.

What inspiration will today’s 
challenger bring? and how will the iron 
doctor fight back? The heat will be on!

chairman: if memory serves me right, 
dr rumah of Paya lebar-Pandan loop 
teaching Hospital (PPtH) has long been 
known to be a one-of-a-kind clinician. 
in a world that’s moving rapidly towards 
sub-subspecialisations, amidst surgeons 
who specialise in nipple reconstruction, 
opthalmologists who specialise in diseases 
of the iris, and cardiologists who specialise 
in electrophysiology, it is refreshing to see 
a doctor who is not only a generalist, but 
one who is also able to diagnose the rarest 
conditions ever known to man! His witty 
sarcasm is entertaining to anyone who 
is neither his patient, nor on his team; 
and in fact, serves to challenge his team 
to excel and perform to greater heights! 
i wish to experience his intuitive and 
brilliant leaps of diagnostic genius for 
myself! Therefore, i have invited him to 
Hospital Stadium, in a showdown with 
my team of iron doctors!

By Dr Tan Yia Swam, Editorial Board Member

I dedicate this to fellow fans of Iron 
Chef – watch it on Asian Food 
Channel or YouTube! If this doesn’t 
make sense to you, you are either 
too young, or don’t have cable.

“Treating illness is why we became 
doctors. Treating patients is 
actually what makes most doctors 
miserable.”- Dr G. House

announcer: Nearly a decade ago, a 
man’s fantasy became reality, in a form 
never seen before; Hospital Stadium –  
a giant healing arena. The motivation for 
spending his fortune to build Hospital 
Stadium was to encounter new, original 
techniques, which can be called true and 
inspired healing.

chairman: “allez Cicatriser!”

announcer: to realise his dreams, 
he started choosing the top doctors in 
various specialties, and he named his men 
the “iron doctors”, the invincible men of 
healing skills. 

personally speaking
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Miss Tan is happily settled into 
her current job. She still meets 
her fill of rude and nasty people 
(not all of them patients or their 
relatives), but somehow, she 
manages to handle it with a bit 
more equanimity. Life is too short 
and precious to waste being 
upset with people who have 
unhappy lives and taking it out on 

everyone around them. She tries to bring a bit more 
cheer to friends and colleagues, by helping them see 
the humour (or tragic comedy) in the kind of work we 
do. She welcomes comments at tys@sma.org.sg

dr rumah: i’m here only because 
the Chairman invited me personally. 
i think that having a one-hour limit 
to diagnose and treat potentially 
complicated medical problems 
is a travesty. a really good and 
comprehensive management plan 
needs time to think and ponder 
through, to investigate and rule out 
differentials. However, i do feel sorry 
for the iron doctor today, because 
who better than me is used to coming 
up with solutions to difficult problems  
within one hour? 

chairman: Now i long to see 
dr rumah’s brilliance in action. 
this clever physician who diagnosed 
the case of the wandering spleen, 

the one who was able to diagnose a 
spinal arteriovenous malformation 
(aVM) and also treat ergot poisoning 
from mouldy bread! is there nothing 
that will defeat him? i welcome our 
esteemed, if unpopular, colleague 
from PPtH!

(Applause)

announcer: Entering Hospital Stadium 
is dr Guregori rumah! We summon the 
iron doctors. dr rumah, who will you 
challenge today?

dr rumah: The only one with 
knowledge that may meet my own is 
iron doctor Medical. i challenge  
dr anatawa bodoh!

chairman:  today’s diagnostic 
challenge is… the case of the 
persistently low haemoglobin count!

announcer:  bang a gong, we are on!

(To be continued… I welcome readers to write 
in to vote – who will win, who will lose? Or 
will it be a draw?)  

continued from page 20

personally speaking

is that there is direct correlation 
between the ingredients used to 
anchor the broth and the subsequent 
index of gratification. The ingredients 
do not have to be spectacular; but 
they must be carefully and earnestly 
chosen. The second essential element 
is patience. The soup must go through 
the obligatory duration of boiling 
and simmering before one arrives at 
a reasonable end product. industrial 
tactics such as turbo-engine powered 
cookers may give you a pot of liquid 
containing pulverised stuff, but it can 
hardly qualify as soup. one of the best 
soups i have tasted was in my good 
friend’s house in Cheras near Kuala 
lumpur. i later found out (through 
some kind of blind tasting) that 
the soup was painstakingly brewed 
over a charcoal stove by my friend’s 
father (Cantonese, of course!) who 
spent hours managing the fire with a 
traditional straw fan! i remembered 
him telling me too that one must also 
have the right amount of trust to avoid 
frequent and premature opening of the 
lid to assess the progress of the soup, 
a profound tip which i only realised 
when i started brewing my own soups. 

but if one were to think that 
protracted hours of boiling and 
simmering are a sure guarantee of 
quality, he would be as mistaken as my 
friend’s neighbour (an Englishman) who 
excitedly declared to my friend that he 
had found the secret to all great Chinese 
cooking by frantically waving a bottle 
of ajinomoto. over-boiling can yield 
disappointing results, with excessive 
tissue-lysis, turning the soup murky 
both in looks and in taste. impeccable 
timing is therefore critical. appropriate 
timing also includes when to place the 
ingredients into the pot (preferably 
made of clay). For example, placing the 
ingredients into the water when it is 
boiling will prevent them from sinking 
to the bottom of the pot and getting 
stuck and burnt by the flames. adding 
the ingredients when the stock is at 
boiling point will allow the currents of 
boiling water to hold the ingredients 
somewhat afloat. 

one last tip to share is to resist 
the temptation of adding water to 
compensate for miscalculated quantity 
while the soup is simmering midway. i 
never understood why, but read recently 
that if the water added is too cold, it 

actually causes the coagulation in the 
meat and protein-based ingredients 
in the soup. Consequently, the “good 
stuff” or essence is locked in, thereby 
reducing the flavour and depth of the 
soup. Somehow, it reminds me of how 
injecting unenthusiastic reinforcement to 
a project can ironically dilute the passion 
of others, leading to a poorer outcome.  
it is probably better to have less good 
soup than plenty of watered-down liquid.

When i showed this piece to  
a friend, he remarked that my few 
“practice guidelines” to responsible 
soup-making sound like some 
management tip – sincerity, patience, 
trust, timing and intensity. i am not 
sure if Scott adams (of Dilbert fame) is 
also a regular cook with a subspecialty 
interest in soups. but perhaps this is 
why soup-drinking is such a profound 
and all-round experience that touches 
the mind, the palate and the heart.  

A/P Chin Jing Jih is a Senior 
Consultant Geriatrician at 
TTSH. He finds being able to 
sit down to a soul-nourishing 
bowl of soup whilst juggling a 
too-busy schedule one of life's 
simple pleasures. 
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